Business Internal Motivation
Values

Vision

Mission

Abundant Life Solutions Internal Vision
To be the leaders in our field of personal and organizational transformation
Abundant Life Solutions Internal mission
To constantly expand our resources and have an attitude of learning that allows us to
access the most up to date research and discoveries into metaphysics, the power of the
human mind, the enormous potential of brain plasticity and the governing power of
Emotional Intelligence.

Abundant Life Solutions Internal Core Values
Knowledge – Leadership - Perseverance
Abundant Life Solutions is dedicated to internal growth so that we remain true to our
vision of being leaders in cutting edge transformation models and tools.

Defining Principles
Attitude
Challenge
Commitment

Excellence
Fun
Innovation

Prosperity
Success
Wisdom

Each of these core values and principles embodies a set of best practices
Knowledge
To remain teachable and have an
attitude of constant learning.
To consistently invest in further
knowledge and training to gain a
deeper knowledge of our science
fields.
To test and validate all techniques
before implementing them into
our programmers

Attitude
To make a conscious choice in
every decision we make that may
impact on our business and clients.
To be accountable for those
decisions and our reactions to
outcomes.
Be grateful for the triumphs and
reflective on the stones in the
path,

Excellence
To prepare thoroughly for each
task.
To constantly strive to be
exceptional
To deliver accurate information
and provide easy to understand
principles to complex matters
To uplift and encourage our staff
and colleagues

Recognize and reward
innovation and calculated risk
taking.

Prosperity
Create a prosperous company that
can provide gainful employment
and invest in the dreams of others
Invest in the continuing
development of the corporate
transformation models and tools
Witness through our prosperity that
soul centred companies are viable
and can make a huge difference in
the world
To share our prosperity through
philanthropic work

Leadership
To lead by example not manage
by default.
To be accountable to our staff and
clients and deliver what we
promise
To build a loyal and cohesive
workforce for the betterment of
our staff and those that they serve
To draw out our staffs abilities and
support them in their own dreams

Challenge
To diligently find the gold in all
situations so that we keep moving
forward in the direction of our
vision
To allow our staff to set their own
level of challenge and support
them accordingly.
To give ourselves tasks that
challenge our growth and comfort
zones so that we become
proficient in leading others

Fun
To create a relaxed, safe, fun
environment to work in that
fosters inspiration and passion.
To develop transformational
models that incorporate play and
laughter as a means to learning
something new.
To celebrate achievements and
reward hard work in an innovative
manner

Success
To measure and acknowledge
success through the lives of those
who have benefitted from our
programmes.
To be known within our industry
that we consistently deliver what
we promise
To have peace in our hearts and
integrity as our intention is our
greatest measure of success

Perseverance
To hold our vision in spite of
setbacks.
To monitor and access that we are
constantly moving forward in
alignment with our values.
To give our staff the room to grow
and find the value in mistakes.
To look our fears in the face and be
willing to do the introspective work
required to move through them

Commitment
To stay focused on our Vision
To diligently apply ourselves to the
goals that are set in place to reach
our vision
To stay true to our values
To support our staff in their
workplace endeavours and
encourage them in their personal
pursuits

Innovation
Generate new ideas and creative
approaches to problems
Encourage outside the box
thinking through brain storming
and think tanking
Constantly review all policies and
procedures to see how we can do
them more efficiently
Challenge traditional ways of
approaching life and business

Wisdom
To seek out mentors who have
already paved the way.
To delegate tasks appropriately.
Adapt plans and reprioritize tasks as
circumstances change
To stop periodically, review and re
access to identify opportunities to
improve.
Ask for and listen to customer
feedback

